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Version number ：
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43-inch portable display

Product pictures

Product size

Aplication Pictures

1750*593*48

h * w* t（mm）

3D digital filtering and noise reduction, progressive scanning, real and
delicate picture;
Intelligent screen protection function, anti burn;
Product
Multiple HD signal interfaces, strong compatibility;
characteristics Intelligent backlight brightness control, improve the visual effect of the
image, save energy and power.
Intelligent temperature control and heat dissipation / heating system ensures
stable operation of the machine in the best environment.

Broadcasting
system

Each playing area can be arranged and layered freely, and can be played
horizontally and vertically.
The screen area can be divided freely, and pictures, audio, video, webpage,
clock, date, subtitle, mixed material editing can be combined.
It supports program and playlist preview, real-time monitoring of playing
picture, multi-stage timing on / off setting, and automatic reset.
Different users can set different operation permissions.
Adopt distributed management, support remote or local control.
It supports Android mobile phone or tablet end-to-end broadcast terminal to send
program list, remote monitoring and timing on-off function.
The brightness of the screen is automatically adjusted according to the
surrounding environment.
Support all kinds of regular audio / video, and office documents.
Support wired, WiFi, RJ45, 4G networks.

Product name

Specification parameter

Display

Main board plan

LCD SCREEN: 43"TFT screen,
screen ratio: 16:9
Resolution: 1920
* 1080
Display Area: 940*529
point distance: 0.49 * 0.49
contrast:
3000:1
brightness: 500 CDM2
Response Time: 8ms
Angle: Horizontal /
Vertical: 178
Motherboard: rk3288 quad core main frequency 2.0GHz
memory: 2GB
Built in storage: EMMC 8g (expandable 64g)
operating system:
Android6.0

Interface

parts

product mix

Operating parameter

Manual, remote control, warranty card, certificate of conformity, power cord
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Hardware Iron Plate + Paint Process+Aluminium Alloy frame
Floor type
4MM STEEL
36kg
1750*593*48（mm）
1830*673*128（mm）

Operating temperature: 0 ° C to + 45 ° c operating humidity: 5% to
90%

AC110~240V 60HZ
80W

